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the ici preliminary mock test
conducted by our editorial team will
help you to crack preliminary
examination. mock tests are also a
good way to test your knowledge on
current affairs and highlight your
strengths and weaknesses. so, here
we come up with ici preliminary mock
test. the first of the series is a study
of current affairs articles that we
have collected from the newspapers
around the country. the editorial
focuses on the interaction between
various political parties and the
general public. the first series of
editorials by the hindu is published
over the weekend and is followed by
a brief summary of the same on the
main pages. the editorials are written
in a very popular, readable style. we
hope the readers will find the
collection useful in their preparations
for the civil services examination. this
handbook is used by a group of ias
aspirants preparing for their
forthcoming examination. this book is
written by a team of experts from
upsc and is released to help aspirants
to excel in their upcoming
examination. this handbook helps
candidates to have a better
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understanding of the general ias
syllabus. the handbook is an
exhaustive collection of current
affairs articles and editorials on a
wide range of topics. the handbook is
revised from time to time, as and
when required. this handbook is a
useful reference book for the ias
aspirants preparing for the civil
services examination. the handbook
helps candidates to have a better
understanding of the general ias
syllabus. the handbook is an
exhaustive collection of current
affairs articles and editorials on a
wide range of topics. the handbook is
revised from time to time, as and
when required.
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To support current affairs aspirants,
Chrome IAS is releasing the Editorial
Roundups on various subjects in the
form of Editorial In-Depth and Gist of

Editorials section and the main
highlights of the Editorial Roundups is

shared and made easily
understandable to the readers. This
The Hindu Editorial Collection just
help aspirants of various exams
preparation by providing the key

elements of every day newspaper, So
we hope to help the IAS Aspirants in
their IAS preparation, Current Affairs

and IAS 2015 General Knowledge
Quiz preparation. Please share The
Hindu Editorial Collection with your

friends and family and let them know
this amazing news. Thank you for
staying with us For those who are

preparing for the UPSC Civil Services
examination, GK Question, current

affairs, etc or any competitive
examination, this is one place where

you will find extensive The Hindu
Editorial Collection in form of Editorial
Gist of Editorials, Editorial In-Depth,
and other features Before you start
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preparing for IAS exam make sure
you visit The Hindu Editorial

Collection, We hope the key elements
of almost all the national and

international editorials will help you
in your preparation for the IAS exam

2015 Make sure you visit for the
other parts of The Hindu like

Business, Sports, General Knowledge,
Politics and much more. If you face

any problem or issues regarding The
Hindu article or The Hindu Editorial
Collection or you want to suggest

anything kindly contact the help desk
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